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Type A suspension.

Cryo-payload

• Pre-isolation stage: 

• the Inverted Pendulum (IP-3 legs structure)


• mechanical filter  (F0) 

The normal modes of the pendulum mechanical structure are 
confined in low frequency region (below 2 Hz)

The system provides a good seismic 
isolation in horizontal direction (IP) as well as 
in the vertical one (GAS Filters). 

Type A suspension
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• The passive multi-stage pendulum chain: 

• Four mechanical GAS filters (F1, F2, F3, BF-
Steering Filter)

Vertical modes of the mechanical filters are below 1 Hz

• The cryopayload: 
• Platform  

• Marionette

• Intermediate mass

• Test mass



• 14 position sensors (LVDT)


• 3 inertial sensors (Accelerometer or geophone) 


• OSEM, optical levers, 26 actuators

The feedback control could be   
implemented in different points:  


• Inverted Pendulum 

• vertical GAS filters  

• Bottom filter  

• Marionette  and Test Mass 

Introduction

                               We focus our attention on the points 1 and 2.  

For IP, BF and GAS Filters the adopted control strategies are:

On the IP is implemented an Active 
Mode Damping of the resonance 
modes and for seismic noise 
reduction

On the BF and on the GAS filters a 
viscous  damping control of the 
resonance modes is implemented
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1. Control on IP to reduce the motion in L, T and Y 
2. Control on BF to reduce the Yaw motion of the chain 
3. Control on top stage and GAS filter to reduce the Vertical motion 
4. Control on the Marionette and Test Mass to reduce the Yaw and Pitch motion 



Sensors diagonalization (I)
To implement the Damping control on the IP and on the BF first we build the diagonalized 
sensors and actuators in the (L,T,Y) base

IP LVDTs arrangement  Y End

Y Front

X Front X End

0

Y-arm
90°

X-arm
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BF LVDTs arrangement  
Y End

Y Front

X Front X End

X-arm
0°

Y-arm
90°

L

T

L

T

T

L

L

T

Sensors diagonalization (II)
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IP

BF

Actuators base:  
(H1, H2,H3)

Euler base:  
(L, T,Y)

Read-out Driving  matrix
Noise injection from each  

actuator (@2 Hz line)

Actuators base:  
(H1, H2,H3) 
(V1, V2,V3)

Euler base:  
(L, T,Y) 
(P, R,V)

Driving matrix

Geometrical transformation

sensor base:  
(H1, H2,H3) 
(V1, V2,V3)

Euler base:  
(L, T,Y) 
(P, R,V)

LVDTs sensing matrix

Geometrical transformation

sensor base:  
(H1, H2,H3)

Euler base:  
(L, T,Y)

LVDTs sensing matrix

Geometrical transformation

Sensors diagonalization (III)
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To implement the Damping control on the IP and on the BF first we build the diagonalized 
sensors and actuators in the (L,T,Y) base



IP: L

IP:T

IP:Y

IP mechanical transfer functions 
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IP mechanical residual couplings after actuator diagonalization
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BF: L

BF: T

BF: Y

Bottom Filter mechanical transfer functions (I)
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BF mechanical residual couplings after actuator diagonalization
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Inertial sensor (I)

Input suspensions (ITMX,ITMY):  
3 accelerometers End suspensions (ETMX,ETMY):  

3 Geophones

Geo Calibration filter
Output ·x

7.3 Accelerometer feedback 117

Figure 7.6: Scheme of the accelerometer feedback control used in Virgo/Virgo+. Starting from
the Acc block the error signal x� x0 go in to controller box (CPID) that calibrate the feedback
force Ff eed to put the pendulum to the zero-position. This force was at frequencies f < 50Hz
is proportional to w2 and was taken as output of the system.

where c is a calibration factor to convert the feedback force in acceleration. In figure 7.6
the scheme of the accelerometer feedback control used in Virgo/Virgo+ is reported.

After the big improvement done on the development of the new electronic boards, the INFN
Pisa group has also developed and built the electronic board to implement in digital way the
feedback control of the accelerometers. For this reason the accelerometer feedback controls are
now designed using the optimal control approach.

Figure 7.7: Scheme of the accelerometer feedback control used in AdV. Starting from the
Acc block the error signal x� x0 go in to estimator box whose output is an estimation of
state variable x̂. The estimated signal became the input of the LQG controller (box L) that
calibrate the feedback force Ff eed to damp the proper mode of the pendulum and put it to the
zero-position. The output signal x� x0 is proportional to acceleration only when w < w0 , that
is ⇠ 3 Hz.

In figure 7.7 a simplified scheme of the this accelerometer feedback control used in AdV

··x

Output signal : acceleration
Output signal : speed

In both cases we need of the inter-calibration with the LVDT signals!

One way to do this calibration is inject white noise  along the IP Yaw degree of 
freedom and to measure the transfer function:

where i=1,2,3 and r is the linear distance of each inertial sensor from the center of IP 

TFyawacci
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
acci

ω2

TFyawgeoi
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
geoi

ω

Since the Yaw is an isotropic motion we expect that these TFs should be equals.
If this happens the sensors are calibrated, otherwise we have to calibrate them.
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 Inertial sensor (II)

TFyawacci
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
acci

ω2

TFyawacci
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
acci

ω2

Accelerometer response: 
Before calibration

Accelerometer response: 
After calibration
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 Inertial sensor (III)

TFyawgeoi
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
geoi

ω

TFyawgeoi
=

Yawlvdt ⋅ r
geoi

ω

Geophone response: 
Before calibration

Geophone response: 
After calibration
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 Inertial sensor diagonalization(I)
After that we  diagonalize the  inertial sensors   in the (L,T,Y) base.

Sensors base:  
(H1, H2,H3)

Euler base:  
(L, T,Y)

Read-out Sensing  matrix

Noise injection from each diagonalized   
actuator (@2 Hz line)

We inject a line at 2Hz from each diagonalized actuator and we look at the TF:

TFf0=2Hz =
(

Accj

Lvdti
)

ω2
0

Accelerometer
where i=L,T , Y ; j=1,2,3 

Geophone

TFf0=2Hz =
(

Geoj

Lvdti
)

ω0

We measure the amplitude of the response (module) and the sign (phase) that each  inertial sensor has when 
we  move only along the selected degree of freedom 
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Inertial sensor: transfer functions (I)

LVDT: L

ACC: L

ACC & LVDT: L

TFs are the same: inter calibration and diagonalization working!
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TFs are the same: inter calibration and diagonalization working!

LVDT: L

GEO: L

GEO & LVDT: L

Inertial sensor: transfer functions (II)
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 Noise budget of diagonalized sensors (I)

Let’s consider the sensors in the L,T,Y base  

ITMX LVDT

LVDT spectrum signal  

Versus intrinsic noise (model) 

Noise model

Acc spectrum signal  

Versus intrinsic noise (model)  

ITMX ACC

Noise model
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Let’s consider the sensors in the L,T,Y base 

ETMX LVDT ETMX GEO

LVDT spectrum signal 

Versus intrinsic  noise (model) 

Geo  spectrum signal 

Versus intrinsic noise (model) 

Noise model
Noise model

 Noise budget of diagonalized sensors (II)
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In the range [0.1,0. 5] Hz, the LVDT signal is spoiled by seismic noise

ITMX

Below 0.3 mHz, the accelerometernoise is dominant 

 Noise budget of diagonalized sensors (III)

Acc noise

Seismic contribution

Seismic contribution

Acc noise

Lvdt noise
Lvdt noise

0.3 Hz
0.3 Hz
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Geo noise
Geo noise

Seismic contribution
Seismic contribution

Lvdt noise

Lvdt noise0.25 Hz

0.25 Hz

ETMX

In the range [0.1,0. 5] Hz, the LVDT signal is spoiled by seismic noise.

Below 0.250 mHz, the geophone  noise is dominant 

 Noise budget of diagonalized sensors (IV)
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The geophone is less noisy than the accelerometer

 Noise budget of diagonalized sensors (V)

Seismic contribution

Acc noise
Acc noise

Seismic contribution

Geo noise Geo noise
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Comparison of inertial sensor noise in Virgo and KAGRA
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High Pass filter (HP) 

ACC or GEO

LVDT
Low Pass filter (LP) 

HP+LP=1

LP filter must be shaped taking into account the background disturbance (seismic noise)

For LP filter tipical cutoff is below 100 mHz, to reduce the seismic contribution.

For HP filter we should be careful not to reintroduce accelerometer noise.

S(ω) = LP(ω) ⋅ SLVDT(ω) − ω−2HP(ω) ⋅ SAcc(ω) Blended Sensor   is defined as : 

 Blending technique 7.4 Noise budget of the diagonalized sensors 125

Figure 7.13: Schematic representation of the sources of noise read by the horizontal diagonal-
ized sensors posed on AdV suspension top stage. Starting from the IP (red box), its motion is
provided from the LVDT as si and by ACC as s̈i. The ground motion siLs (yellow box) gets in
the LVDT box: its output can be written as siL = si � siLs . The ’tilt’ gq j (yellow box) gets in
the ACC box: its output can be written as ai = s̈i �gq j. Considering also the intrinsic noise of
the sensors, two outputs become: siL = si � siLs +nLe , ai = s̈i �gq j +nAe.

measurement noise the intrinsic electronic noise niLe(t) of the diagonalized LVDT 4 and the
intrinsic electronic noise niAe(t) of the diagonalized accelerometer.

Comparing the signals provided by a sensor and its noise sources we can establish which
frequency region of the spectrum is contaminated by these noises and estimate the lower limit
of the sensitivity curve of the device. In the Subsection 7.4.1 we report the typical noise
budget for one set of diagonalized sensor posed on the top stage. Referring to figure 7.13, the
contamination level for all the noise sources considered in this scheme has been estimated by
comparing the models (or ASD) with the Amplitude Spectral Density (ASD) [58] of the signals.
All analyses have been done when the system was not under control in order to reproduce the
configuration plotted in figure 7.13.

4Usually this noise is a value given by the manufacturer of the device.
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 Blending Filters (I)
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Blending technique: ITMX (I)
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 Blending technique: ITMX (II)
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ITMX Blended sensors noise limit
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ITMX: IP blended TFs 

Blending filter frequency: 90 mHz for L and T and 200 mHz for Y

Longitudinal

Transverse

Yaw
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 Closed loop blended Signal
138 AdV top stage suspension control

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
(yellow box): this is common to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
transfer function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i(w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃ e f f

siLs!Siv
(w)h T̃i(w)� ˜LPi(w).

1. we are able to reproduce the real data;

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;

3. we are far from reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
the controller filter, the function T̃ e f f ,CL

siLs!Siv
(w) when two different couples of blending filters are

applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63mHz (strategy63) and 32mHz
(strategy32) respectively and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.

We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function T̃ e f f ,CL
siLs!Siv

(w)

and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing the pre-filter
strategy from strategy63 to strategy32, we have a factor 2 of benefit on PSD on the signal
s̃i(w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
mHz from1.5⇥ 10�2 at 8⇥ 10�3. To f = 300 mHz the value of the intrinsic noise of the
accelerometer is about 3⇥10�3 µmp

Hz and our goal will be to reach it.
To reach the intrinsic noise level of the accelerometer, as third step, the gain value G has

been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from 3 Hz to 7 Hz).
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃ e f f ,CL

siLs!Siv
(w) (yellow curve) and on

8.2 Blending strategy 133

input to the controller C̃i(w): the output closed loop signal is equal to [43, 47, 60]

S̃CL
iv (w) =

S̃iv(w)

1� M̃i(w) ·C̃i(w)
(8.4)

Where M̃i(w) and C̃i(w) are the mechanical plant of IP system and the filter control related to
the i� th d.o.f. 2

At present this kind of strategy is implemented on all d.o.f of the stage and in Fig. 8.2 and
8.3 the experimental plants (horizontal and vertical) of the four superattenuators accommodated
along Fabry-Perot cavities are shown.

Figure 8.2: Experimental plant related toz d.o.f (on the left) x d.o.f (on the right) of inverted
pendulum accommodated along Fabry-Perot cavities are shown. We can see that all resonances
are confined below 3Hz and that the inverted pendulum have a proper resonance about at
30mHz.

8.2 Blending strategy

The starting point of the blending strategy is the calculation of the pre-filters (Low Pass filter
(LP) and High Pass filter (HP)) by using the formula (8.3). In figures 8.4 and 8.5, an example
of blended strategy implemented on the system and the respective virtual sensor closed loop
(when a controller like that reported in the table 8.1 is used) are shown. With reference to
Fig. 8.4 we observe that the LP filter is shaped in order to lower the seismic noise in the
region0.25÷0.85Hz (see Fig.8.4) while by looking at Fig. 8.5 we note an excess of seismic
noise in 0.1÷ 1Hz range. This excess of seismic disturbance, in principle, can be reduced
shaping the low pass filter (LP) and tuning the controller gain in order to reach the electronic

2The used controllers satisfy all stability criterion reported in the standard books of the control theory
[43, 47, 60]. In order to have the signal S̃iv(w) in-phase with the motion of the feed-back suppresses, we have put
put a minus sign at the summation point of the PID box [43, 47, 60].
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 ITMX IP Longitudinal: Open loop and Closed Loop Transfer functions

Blending frequency 90 mHz UGF  1 Hz 
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 ITMX IP Transverse: Open loop and Closed Loop Transfer functions 

Blending frequency 90 mHz UGF  1 Hz 
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 ITMX IP Yaw: Open loop and Closed Loop Transfer functions

Blending frequency 200 mHz UGF  0.8 Hz 
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX  IP Spectra
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX IP Spectra Longitudinal: noise budget
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX  IP Spectra Transverse: noise budget
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX  IP Spectra Yaw: noise budget
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX BF Spectra: Longitudinal

BF L: damp off BF T: damp off BF Y: damp on
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 Open loop and Closed Loop ITMX TM Spectra: P and Yaw

MN &TM P: damp off MN &TM Y: damp off

rms=0.2 μrad

rms=1 μrad
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200 Suspension control noise

Figure 10.4: Superattenuators attenuation of the AdV interferometer. Experimental displace-
ment transfer function between top stage and test mass (along z d.o.f) for the SA accommodated
along the Fabry-Perot cavities (NI,NE,WE, WE).

Figure 10.5: Block diagram representing the link between top stage controlled with Inertial
damping and low stage (mirror).

10.2 Active mode damping control: residual motion of the test mass 199

Figure 10.3: Mechanical transfer function M̃i(w) measured injecting noise with the actuator
accommodated on the back side of the mirror and looking at its displacement along the z d.o.f.

function of the overall mechanics can be written as (see Fig.10.5)

T̃ e f f ,CL
ground!mir(w) =

⇥
Ã(w)+ B̃(w)

⇤
· D̃(w) (10.11)

where D̃(w) is the superattenuator transfer function between top stage (input) to mirror (output)
(see Fig. 10.4).

By using the formula (10.11), the mirror residual motion s̃i,mir(w) can be written as

s̃i,mir(w) = D̃(w) · s̃i(w) (10.12)

where s̃i(w) is the signal provided from the horizontal diagonalized accelerometers.

lowstage

 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (I)

Where      is the signal provided from the horizontal diagonalized accelerometers.  si

The residual motion of the low stage is:

Where       transfer function from top stage (input) to low stage (output)  D
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (II)

D =
BFL

IPL
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (III)

D =
BFT

IPL
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (IV)

D =
TMP

IPL
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (V)

D =
TMY

IPL
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (VI)

D =
BFL

IPT
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (VII)

D =
BFT

IPT
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 Inertial damping: residual motion of the bottom stage (VIII)

D =
TMP

IPT
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 Inertial damping ITMX: residual motion of the bottom stage (IX)

BF L: damp off BF T: damp off TM P: damp off TM Y: damp off
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Summary

• We have diagonalized sensors and actuators 

LVDT → geometrical sensing matrix

Coils → readout matrix

Inertial sensors → readout sensing matrix


• We have estimated the noise of the sensors


• We applied the bending technique to ITMX

L and T blending frequency: 90 mHz

Yaw blending frequency: 200 mHz


• Thanks to the implementation of the inertial damping we 
observed a reduced motion of IP, BF and TM


L

RMS [μm]

T

RMS [μm]

Y

RMS [μrad]

P

RMS [μrad]

IP 0,05 0,08 0,1

BF 1 1 0,3

TM 0,8 0,2

• IP inertial damping ON 
• YAW BF damping ON 
• All other d.o.f NOT DAMPED
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Conclusion and next steps

• The test on ITMX shows that inertial damping (ID) reduces the test mass 
motion more than the position control with only LVDTs


• Some work to further optimize the ID (e.g move the blending frequency 
to 70 mHz) is going on


• To evaluate its impact, a comparison of the lock performances with and 
without ID would be interesting 


• Do we need ID on all the type A suspension? If the answer is YES some 
actions have to be taken:


Fix the accelerometers noise on ITMY 

Carefully evaluate the geophones noise performance: is it really 
possible to use them? Should we consider to replace them with 
accelerometers?
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Thanks for your attention!


